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USING TAX POLICY TO BREAK THE CYCLE OF P OVERTY
It is a core principle of RESULTS that every person should have the opportunity to share in the prosperity of this
great nation. Tax policies rooted in fairness, justice, and accountability are an integral part of obtaining this goal.
RESULTS works to protect and expand existing programs, as well as promote new ones, that help people living in
poverty not only make ends meet, but also build a future in which they and their children have the opportunity to
reach their full potential. Specifically, RESULTS works to help low-income individuals and families move up the
economic ladder through innovative and successful policies such as the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) and
the Child Tax Credit (CTC). The EITC, which provides tax refunds to people working in low-income jobs, is the
largest poverty reduction program in the U.S. The CTC is designed to help low and middle income families with the
costs of raising their children. These programs are a financial lifeline for working families, lifting millions of
Americans out of poverty, strengthening our communities, and bolstering our economy.
In addition to helping working families increase their income through low-income tax credits, we also work to help
these families create long-term financial stability through asset building and savings policies. Studies show that the
most common reasons people fall into poverty are unexpected illness, job loss, or changes in the family (e.g.
divorce, death). Having savings and assets would reduce the likelihood of people falling into poverty when these
crises occur. RESULTS supports the Family Financial Security Credit as way to promote savings in low-income
communities. This credit would help low-income taxpayers create a matched savings account right on their tax
return, thus providing the ease and incentive to begin saving.
WHAT’S AT STAKE THIS YEAR
 Key provisions in the EITC and CTC will expire in December.
 Attacks on the Child Tax Credit, particularly immigrant access, is ongoing.
 Lawmakers continue to use rhetoric that supports taxing the poor which could results in cuts to the EITC
and CTC.
 Very little focus in Congress on expanding savings opportunities for low-income Americans.
 Decisions about broader tax policy (i.e. whether to continue tax breaks for the wealthy and corporations)
will impact future budget deficits, putting pressure on key programs for low-income families such as the
EITC and CTC.
While there may be some action on tax policy between now and November, significant decisions on tax policy are
not expected until after the election. Many expect a flurry of activity during the “lame duck” session of Congress
(time between the November 2012 election and the swearing in of the new Congress in January 2013). During this
time or in early 2013, Congress will almost certainly consider tax legislation, including a full or partial extension of
Bush tax cuts, tax breaks for business, and, most important to RESULTS, recent improvements to the EITC and CTC.
In addition, legislation to avoid the “automatic sequester,” cuts to the military and other programs mandated in
the Budget Control Act of 2011, along with raising the U.S. debt ceiling, will likely be proposed. All of these factors
will help create intense pressure to cut anti-poverty programs and services to offset the cost of these efforts, and
the sense of impending deadline may cause legislators to make rushed decisions based on that pressure.
WHY YOUR VOICE MATTERS, AND WHY IT MATTERS NOW!
 Your senators and representatives are already locking in their positions on tax issues and may be already
campaigning on those issues.
 Many congressional aides are uninformed about tax credits for low-income working families and the
impact of these credits on their districts. It is up to us to educate them.
 After the election, these proposals will move very fast.
 Legislators need to know their constituents care enough to take action on these issues.
Before we look specifically at the economic opportunity policies RESULTS is supporting this year, let’s set the
context on why tax policy matters to all of us.
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WEALTH GAP & TAX FAIRNESS
Wealth may be the clearest indicator of economic status
available. It is simple common sense that as your wealth
increases, your risk of poverty decreases. For nearly four
decades after World War II, wealth (i.e. all the assets you own)
for all Americans steadily rose. Since 1980, that trend has
changed dramatically. Consider the following:


The wealthiest ten percent of American households
owned 75 percent of all wealth in 2009, with the top
one percent owning more than one-third of all U.S.
wealth. (Economic Policy Institute)



The wealthiest 1 percent of U.S. households had net
worth that was 225 times greater than the median or
typical household’s net worth in 2009. This is the
highest ratio on record. (Economic Policy Institute)



In 2009, approximately one in four U.S. households had zero or negative net worth, up from 18.6 percent
in 2007. For African-Americans households, the figure was about 40 percent. (Economic Policy Institute)

These figures illustrate that the gap between the rich and the poor is not only enormous, but it is growing. A closer
look shows that the picture is even more dire for people of color:


Overall, white households now own twenty times the wealth compared to African-American households
and eighteen times the wealth compared to Latino households. (Pew Research Center)



This gap is also growing: as the graph below
shows, the gap median wealth holds of white
and African American families increased more
than 4 times between 1984 and 2007 – from
$20,000 to $95,000. (Brandeis University
Institute on Assets and Social Policy)



Families of color were disproportionately
impacted by the recession . For every dollar of
capital a white family owned in 2007, an African
American family owned 6 cents; in 2009, it
dropped to two cents. In addition, a 2011 Pew
Research report shows that from 2005 to 2009,
Latino households saw their median wealth drop
66 percent and African-American households
saw theirs drop 53 percent, compared to just 16 percent for white households. (Pew Research Center)

Tax policy has played an important role in creating the wealth gap. The U.S. tax code is riddled with provisions that
allow middle- and upper-income households to create and expand savings and wealth. The mortgage interest
deduction, lower rates on capital gains and dividends, and deductions for state and local taxes are just a few of the
provisions that increase benefits as wealth increases. Yet low-income households benefit little, if at all, from these
provisions.
The Corporation for Enterprise Development (CFED) estimates that, of the annual $400 billion spend on assetbuilding in the tax code, the top fifth of taxpayers receive 84 percent of the benefits, with an average subsidy of
$5,109 per taxpayer. By contrast, the bottom fifth of taxpayers (incomes of $19,000 or less) received 0.04 percent
of benefits, amounting to $5 on average for each taxpayer. (CFED’s Upside-down: The $400 billion Asset-building
Budget)
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This happens in part because the overwhelming majority of
these resources focus on preferential tax treatment for
such things as homeownership, savings and investments,
retirement savings, and starting a business—all activities
that low-income families have little or no access to.
In addition, the tax code has become less and less
progressive over the last several decades.


65 percent of millionaires pay a lower tax rate than
the median-income earner. (according to the
Congressional Research Service)



The average tax cut from the Bush tax cuts of 2001
and 2003 for millionaires is over $128,000, while
the bottom 20 percent receive a mere $45.



The Congressional Budget Office has found that from 1979 to 2007, the increase in inequality of after-tax
income was greater than the increase before taxes, meaning that that the tax code has contributed to the
trend toward greater inequality.

These policies not only exacerbate the growing inequities facing our society, they also mean less resources for the
federal budget; revenue that could be better spent on education, health care, infrastructure, poverty reduction
and a host of other policies. For example, for every
federal revenue dollar lost by making lower capital
gains and dividend taxes permanent, only 37 cents
is gained in economic growth - a net loss. In
contrast, every dollar of a temporary increase in
SNAP/food stamps generates $1.74 in economic
growth. (from Moody's Analytics' Mark Zandi.)
RESULTS believes that tax policy should help
people with lower incomes keep more of what
they earn and provide incentives to earn more to
help them lift and keep themselves out of poverty.
The tax code should remain strongly progressive to
narrow the gap between the rich and poor and
expand the middle class.
TAX CREDITS FOR WORKING FAMILIES – EARNED INCOME AND CHILD TAX CREDITS
THE EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT
The Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) is a refundable
federal income tax credit for low-income working
individuals and families. The EITC is designed to “make
work pay,” by supplementing low-wage work with
additional income. The intention is to move a family with
a full-time low-income worker above the poverty line.
The goal is to benefit both the worker and any children
and dependents that may rely on their limited income.
The EITC was created in 1975, in part to offset the
burden of increased social security payroll taxes on lowwage workers.
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HOW EITC WORKS:
The EITC reduced the amount of federal tax owed by those who qualify and claim the credit. What makes it so
effective is that the credit is fully refundable — if the tax filer's EITC exceeds the amount of taxes owed, he/she
gets the difference as a tax refund, even if the worker owes zero federal income tax.
In order to receive the EITC, low-income workers must file a tax return. The amount of the credit depends upon
income earned and the size of the family. Once the family hits a certain income level, their EITC starts to phase out,
ensuring that only low-wage workers benefit from the EITC.
The EITC’s primary recipients are working parents with children and limited income. It can have a significant impact
on families. As seen in the graph above, the maximum credit accrues at about $14,000 of annual income for large
families and can be as high as $5,891. At more than one-third of their annual income, it is easy to see why the EITC
is America’s most effective poverty-reduction program.
Here are the income limits and maximum EITC for the 2012 tax year:
Number of
Qualifying Children

Maximum
EITC Amount

Income Range to Receive
Maximum EITC (Married Filing
Jointly

Maximum Income Allowed
for Single/Head of HH to
Receive the EITC (Married
Filing Jointly)

No Children

$475

$6,210 - $7,770 ($12,980)

$13,980 ($19,190)

One Child

$3,169

$9,320 - $17,090 ($22,300)

$36,920 ($42,130)

Two Children

$5,236

$13,090 - $17,090 ($22,300)

$41,952 ($47,162)

Three or More

$5,891

$13,090 - $17,090 ($22,300)

$45,060 ($50,270)

KEY FACTS – WHY THE EITC WORKS!







The EITC lifts more Americans out of poverty than any other program. In 2010 alone, the EITC lifted 6.25
million people out of poverty. The Center on Budget and Policy Priorities (CBPP) reports that in 2009, the
poverty rate among children would have been nearly one-third higher without the EITC.
The IRS estimates that four out of five eligible taxpayers take advantage of the credit over the course of their
lifetime.
Studies have shown that the EITC generates substantial increases in employment, as well as decreasing the
number of single parents receiving cash welfare, particularly with single mothers.
EITC strengthens local economies: It is estimated that the EITC generates at least $1.50 - $2.00 in local
economic activity for every $1 claimed.
A majority of EITC recipients (over 61 percent) claim the credit for no more than two years at a time. A
forthcoming finding from the same Joint Committee on Taxation and Ball State University study reveals that

EITC recipients pay more in federal income taxes than they receive in EITC benefits over the course of their
lifetime.
ARRA (STIMULUS BILL) MAKES LONG-OVERDUE IMPROVEMENTS TO THE EITC
In February 2009, the House and Senate passed the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA),
which included several important improvements to the EITC. First, before ARRA, if an EITC-eligible single parent
chose to marry another low-income worker, they had to combine their incomes for EITC purposes thus reducing or
eliminating their credit (the EITC phases out at higher incomes), even though their financial situation had not
changed much. ARRA mitigated this “marriage penalty” by allowing married couples to earn more income before
the phase-out begins.
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Congress also expanded the EITC for families with three or more children. These families are more likely to be lowincome than smaller families, yet before 2009, they received the same EITC that two children households received.
Because of ARRA, families with three or more children can now receive an EITC benefit of up to 45 percent of their
earned income, as compared to 40 percent for families with two children.
As a result of these two much-needed changes, 7 million people have benefitted, keeping 3 million out of
poverty. Unfortunately, these improvements were set
to expire in 2010. RESULTS volunteers and our allies
successfully lobbied Congress to extend these
Julie’s Story – Des Moines, IA
improvements for two years, which are now scheduled
to expire in December 2012.
Julie, a single mother of three young
If the ARRA changes to the EITC and CTC do expire,
millions of children and families could fall back or
deeper into poverty. Now is not the time to raise taxes
on the lowest-income earners. It is unfathomable that in
an economy where so many are still struggling, the
House Republican Budget would propose to slash tax
rates for wealthy Americans and large corporations
while demanding that low-income families pay for them
with cuts to the EITC and CTC.
THE CHILD TAX CREDIT
Recent statistics estimate that it costs $234,000 to raise
a child in America, even before they get to college. Yet
more than 1 in 5 children nationwide live in families
with incomes below $22,000 per year. Studies also show
that when children grow up in poverty, they are more
likely to stay in poverty as adults. It is clear that when it
comes to supporting low-income families in America,
they need all the help they can get.
The Child Tax Credit (CTC) is critical support to help
parents with the costs of raising their children. The CTC
is a partially-refundable tax credit which, like the EITC,
incentivizes work and helps families avoid raising those
children in poverty. It is the largest tax code provision
benefiting families with children, estimated to have
distributed $52 billion in benefits to 35 million families
in 2010. The Center on Budget and Policy Priorities
estimates that in 2010, the CTC protected 2.6 million
people from poverty, including 1.4 million children.
Data shows that a $1,000 increase in family income
(which is the amount of the CTC) helps increase child
math scores by 2 percent and reading scores by 3.5
percent. We also know this credit goes right towards
bettering the lives of children. Low-income families
spend a larger share of their pre-tax income directly on
their children than those with higher incomes (25
percent v. 16 percent for middle class families and 12
percent for wealthy families).

children from Iowa, has shared with the Half
in Ten story bank why the EITC and CTC are
crucial to here. She is currently working full
time for a non-profit agency, while also
attend college full time, pursuing a degree in
accounting and business management.
Though grateful for a full-time job, she says
she still has to watch every cent. “Last year I
made $33,173.00. Out of that, $6300.00
went to child care costs and $9900.00 went
to rent and utilities. $2,000 more was taken
out of my wages for payroll taxes. I of
course also pay the gasoline tax and sales
tax on items that are necessities for me and
my children. Through all of this, the EITC has
been an absolutely critical form of relief to
my family…”
“I plan to pay for part of my summer college
tuition fees, pay preschool tuition for my
youngest child, and catch up on medical bills
that were incurred as a result of my
daughter’s illness. A portion of my return
will go to saving accounts for my children. A
few years ago we set savings goals so that
they could save to have some money to
start with when they become adults,
something I wish I would have had at that
age... None of my refund is spent on
extravagant purchases, but instead
represents the priorities of my family. Most
of my refund is spent in my home town, on
things that are important to us.”

HOW THE CHILD TAX CREDIT WORKS
Parents can get a CTC of up to $1,000 for each qualifying child under 17 years old. To qualify for the CTC, the tax
filer's earned income must be at least $3,000 . Single parents earning up to $75,000 and married couples earning
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up $110,000 may claim the credit. The CTC is also partially refundable, meaning that if the worker’s CTC is higher
than what he/she owes in income tax, the worker can get part of the difference as a refund. However, unlike the
EITC, the CTC is not fully refundable; families can receive a refund equal to the lesser of 1) their remaining CTC
after taxes or 2) fifteen percent of their earnings above $3,000.
Like the EITC, the refundability of the CTC is what makes it so
effective for low-income families. A non-refundable credit merely
reduces your tax liability, at most to zero. This is certainly helpful
to middle class families who are looking to reduce their tax bill.
However, because many low-income families earn too little to
owe federal income tax (though they still pay payroll, sales,
property, state, and local taxes), they would get no benefit from a
non-refundable CTC. By making the CTC partially refundable,
Congress has allowed low-income families to benefit from the
credit. Now these parents can use the CTC to pay for expenses
needed to take care of their family.
ARRA EXPANDS THE CHILD TAX CREDIT FOR LOW-INCOME
FAMILIES

Determining the CTC Refund
Imagine a mother with two children who earns
$14,000 in 2012. If the CTC was fully
refundable (like the EITC), she would receive a
CTC tax refund of $2,000 ($1,000 per child)
because her income tax liability would be zero.
However, the CTC is only partially refundable.
Therefore, to determine her refund, the IRS
calculates her credit by multiplying $11,000
(her income above the $3,000 minimum
threshold) by 15 percent , which gives us
$1,650. That is then compared to her
remaining CTC after taxes, which is $2,000. She
gets the lesser of the two so her CTC would be
$1,650.

Originally, the CTC had an income threshold of $10,000 and had
no refundable component. Congress made the CTC partially
refundable in 2003 (along with doubling the credit from $500 to
$1,000 per child), so low-income families earning more than
$10,000 per year qualified for at least a partial credit. However, anyone below that level was considered “too
poor” to qualify.

Even worse, when they passed the 2003 tax cuts, Congress “indexed” the minimum earning threshold to
automatically increase with inflation. By 2008, that threshold had
risen to nearly $13,000, making it even harder for the lowest
income families to claim it.
For years, RESULTS has advocated that the CTC threshold should
be reduced to zero and de-indexed to inflation so the lowest
income families could claim it. If the CTC is designed to help low
and middle-income parents offset the costs of raising children, it
makes no sense to exclude the families that need the most help.
In 2008, RESULT and our allies successfully lobbied Congress to
lower the CTC minimum threshold; it was lowered to $8,000 for
one year. This was a good first step but Congress needed to go
further.
Fortunately, they did so with ARRA in 2009 – lowering the CTC
income eligibility threshold to $3,000. As a result, the CTC
became available to another 3 million new children and
expanded the credit for ten million more, with 80 percent of
these benefits going to households earning at least $10,000 per
year.
Just like the EITC provisions in ARRA, the lower CTC threshold was set to expire at the end of 2010. That year,
RESULTS and our allies went to work urging Congress to continue to count earnings below $13,000 beyond 2010.
As a result, Congress extended the $3,000 threshold for another two years, along with the 2003 refundability and
$1,000 credit provisions.
All of these provisions are now set to expire at the end of 2012. If Congress does not act families earning less than
$13,000 will no longer be allowed to claim the CTC. In addition, the CTC will no longer be refundable and the credit
amount will be cut in half to $500 per child.
The expiration of these provisions will mean that the majority of low-income households will lose the benefit
entirely, putting millions of families at risk of falling into poverty.
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Anna’s Story — Littleton, CO
“I am a single mother of six kids and a graduate student earning $17,000 a year. Even with child care assistance
from the state and family support, it is a struggle to make ends meet every month. My struggle was made easier
this year when I reclaimed more than a quarter of my annual income through the Earned Income Tax Credit.
I qualified for $4,300 in Earned Income Tax Credit refunds from my taxes this year. The money is going to student
loans, credit card bills and school supplies. I rely on this money to make it every year.
I am not alone in my financial struggle. Half of all single mothers in Colorado don’t earn enough to make ends
meet, according to the Colorado Fiscal Policy Institute. Overall, one in five households in Colorado does not earn
enough income to be self-sufficient and financially stable.
I am a survivor. Pregnant as a teenager and the victim of two abusive husbands, I am turning my life around. In
May 2010, I will graduate with a Masters in Public Administration with a focus on Domestic Violence. My dream is
to open a residential treatment facility for those convicted of domestic violence. ...”

HOW TO TALK ABOUT THE EITC AND CTC WITH LAWMAKERS
It is not yet clear how or when Congress will take action on these credits, making it all that more important to
educate our members of Congress on these credits now. Here are some key messages to remember when talking
1
about the tax credits for working families:










The EITC and CTC promote work and parental responsibility. Only working families can claim the EITC
and CTC and current EITC and CTC policy strengthens incentives for low-income parents to work full time
because the more they earn, the higher their credit. They are built on the basic value that work is
important that being employed is better for families than being on welfare.
Parents who work full time should be able to support their families and stay out of poverty. These
credits provide a short-term safety net to ensure that parents who are willing to work hard are able to
achieve a basic standard of living.
The EITC and CTC make a difference in the lives of children. Research shows that lifting a poor family’s
income helps children in those families do better in school, and is associated with increased future
earnings.
The EITC and CTC benefit parents who work as firefighters, police and sheriffs, LPNs and child care
workers — people who are working to support their families but are still just getting by in tough
economic times.
These credits are good for the economy. Recipients of the EITC and CTC tend to spend these credits
quickly and locally, which helps their communities. Economists estimate that for every one dollar in EITC
refunds, $1.50 to $2.00 in economic activity is created.

Message points for protecting the EITC & CTC expansions:


When discussing the CTC threshold, tell lawmakers that “we need to continue to count earnings below
$13,000,” rather than “extend the credit to those earning just $3,000.”



If the CTC expansion expires, a single parent with two children working full-time at the minimum wage–
earning just $14,500 per year — will lose over $1,400. Now is not the time to raise taxes on the lowestincome earners.

TAX CREDITS FOR WORKING FAMILIES: OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES
As always, volunteers will face some congressional offices that do not understand tax credits for low-income
working families or are skeptical about their impact. Below are a few objections you might hear and sample
responses to those arguments.
1

Thanks to Debbie Stein of the Hatcher Group and taxcreditsforworkingfamilies.org for help on message points.
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Q. Recent statistics show that half the country pays no income tax. Why should we work to help lowincome people get more tax refunds when they don’t even pay taxes?
A. I’ve heard this statistic, though it’s an exaggeration at best. It
is true that some households do not pay federal income tax –
largely those that don’t have enough income. However, they
still pay federal payroll taxes, gas taxes, sales taxes, property
taxes and other state and local taxes, just like everyone else (at
least 28.3% of those who don’t pay income tax pay payroll tax.
In fact, studies show that low-income families pay more in state
and local taxes as a share of their income than wealthy
taxpayers.
Second, this percentage is unusually high because of the
recession, where millions of people lost jobs and their incomes
dropped. A more typical figure is between 35 and 40 percent. If
anything, this increase says we need to do a better job creating
and sustaining good-paying jobs.
Finally, it’s important to remember that EITC works at lifting families out of poverty and overall, EITC recipients pay
much more in federal income taxes over their career than they ever receive in EITC benefits.

Q. The EITC and CTC are just “welfare” by another name. Doesn’t this just create a cycle of
dependency?
A. No. These tax credits help families to support themselves. Unlike welfare, families and individuals must be
employed to receive these benefits. Unfortunately, a minimum-wage job in America is not enough for a family to
live on. In fact, a family of four with at least one full-time minimum-wage worker cannot move above the poverty
line without the EITC and SNAP (food stamps).
Second, studies show that the EITC actually reduces dependency on welfare, in large part by boosting the
employment of single mothers, and helps people move up the economic ladder. More than half of the tax filers
who received the EITC between 1989 and 2006 received the credit for no more than a year or two at a time and
generally paid substantial amounts of federal income tax in other years. The Committee for Economic
Development, an organization of 250 corporate executives and university presidents, concluded in 2000 that “the
2
EITC has become a powerful force in dramatically raising the employment of low-income women in recent years.”

Q. Times are tight. Can we afford these policies right
now?
A. It’s important to remember what’s driving our current
deficits – the economic downturn, the costs of the Iraq and
Afghanistan wars, and Bush tax cuts. The Bush tax cuts are
the biggest driver of deficits by far. Cuts to programs that
help low-income families make ends meet during tough
economic times are unconscionable without first considering
ending tax cuts for the rich (see
www.americansfortaxfairness.org for more).
Furthermore, the EITC and CTC are important for our
economy. Taxpayers who receive these credits put their
refunds right back into the local economy creating a win-win
for families and the community. The EITC creates between
$1.50–2.00 in economic activity for every dollar spent (this is
called a “multiplier effect”). In contrast, every federal dollar
spent keeping taxes low on capital gains and dividend taxes
generates only $0.39 (tax cuts overwhelmingly benefiting

2

For more on EITC encouraging work, seehttp://www.cbpp.org/cms/index.cfm?fa=view&id=3793#_ftnref13
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upper-income households). The EITC succeeds at helping families get back on their feet such that EITC recipients
pay more in federal income taxes over time than they receive in EITC benefits.

Q: How much do these credits cost?
A: According to the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, the EITC is an investment of $54.1 billion in 2010. Given
that it raises 6.6 million people out of poverty each year, it has been called the most cost-effective povertyreduction program in the United States.

Q: Doesn’t expanding these credits encourage poor families to have more children?
A: Given all the factors that influence the number of children a family has, there is no evidence to support the
claim that a modestly higher tax credit causes recipients to expand their family size and remain in poverty. For
these credits, the cost of raising another child far outweighs the added income the EITC or CTC would provide. For
example, a single mother with two children making $9,667 a year does not have an incentive to have another child
as the additional $1,000 received is not enough to offset the costs of raising that third child. Plus, if a family has
four or more children, their EITC remains the same as if they had only three children.

Q: What about the fraud and overpayment rates?
A: Determining eligibility and calculating the amount of one’s EITC and CTC is complex. As a result, overpayments
or underpayments are mostly due to innocent errors. Sources have shown that EITC errors and noncompliance
amount to less than 3 percent of all errors. Additionally, these rates include underpayment rates, when families
receive less money than what they are due.
In addition, paid preparers file two-thirds of all EITC returns and are the source of most of the problems.
Fortunately the IRS has taken a number of measures recently to reduce improper EITC payments, and Congress has
just passed legislation that will also help. However, analysts estimate that tracking down all EITC errors would cost
45 percent of any new IRS enforcement dollars. Considering noncompliance in other parts of the tax system results
in a much higher loss of revenue, we need to be smart about where to focus these efforts.
Cutting the program only serves to hurt millions of families who are working hard and playing by the rules. The
right solution is to do our best to make sure only those who are eligible get these credits.

Q: I’ve heard that illegal immigrants are taking advantage of the Child Tax Credit. Is that true?
A: False – Undocumented immigrants are not eligible to claim the CTC (or EITC) and there is no evidence that
undocumented immigrants are gaming the system. Instead, politicians are using xenophobia and anti-immigrant
rhetoric to justify cuts to the CTC for low-income families. Unfortunately, it’s the children of immigrants, many of
which are citizens, who are the victims of these efforts. In a rule passed by the House this year, low-income
families claiming the refundable part of the CTC would be required to have a Social Security Number (SSN) to claim
the refund (currently, you only need an Individual Tax Identification Number to claim the CTC). This would
primarily impact immigrant families who are working and paying taxes. It is estimated that 5.5 million children and
their families would be impacted, losing an average of $1,800 in income. These families earn an average $21,000
per year.
In order to tackle child poverty, our nation’s policies must be designed to benefit every single child in America.
Children of immigrants now comprise roughly one quarter of the nation’s child population, and are more likely to
live in poverty than are children of native-born parents. Of the 5.5 million children of immigrants living with at
least one undocumented parent, 4.5 million are U.S. citizens and more than half live in low-income families.

Q: We need to simplify the tax code. Doesn’t this just make it more complicated?
It’s true that our tax code is complicated, though realistically, Congress won’t be taking action on any major
overhaul for at least a few years. In the meantime, we need to be protecting and expanding programs like these
that have proven to be effective in lifting families out of poverty and creating economic growth.
At the same time, the tax code is riddled with other provisions that overwhelmingly benefit upper-income earners,
those who need them the least. Instead of targeting these credits for low-income working families, families who
already pay more than their fair share in payroll, sales, and state and local taxes, we should be asking wealthy
Americans paying their fair share. Tax reform should be based on principles of fairness and on protecting those
earning the least.
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It is also important, though, to protect tax files from predatory practices such as the Refund Anticipation Loan or
fraudulent paid preparers, who take advantage of the complicated nature of the tax code. Changes have been
made in recent years to tighten oversight – see the National Community Tax Coalition site for more. In addition,
the IRS helps people complete their tax returns through its Volunteer Income Tax Assistance Program (VITA). VITA
offers free tax help to low- to moderate-income (generally, $49,000 and below) people. VITA sites are generally
located at community and neighborhood centers, libraries, schools, shopping malls, and other convenient
locations. Most locations also offer free electronic filing.
(for longer responses, visit:
http://www.results.org/take_action/us_poverty_actions_and_news/q_a_addressing_questions_and_concerns_to
_expanding_and_extending_low-income/)
FIGHTING POVERTY BY BUILDING ASSETS
For many years, welfare policy for the poor has primarily focused on income support. Federal income assistance
programs such as SNAP (food stamps) and Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), while critical to the
current well-being of many poor families, focus on meeting immediate needs rather than building long-term
financial security to break the cycle of poverty.
Programs and policies that fall under the umbrella of asset building are based on the basic idea that all families
need meaningful opportunities to move up the economic ladder. “Assets” include money in the bank, savings
bonds, a home, an education, retirement accounts, and other forms of personal capital. Unfortunately, low to
moderate income families have been excluded, or even exploited, by traditional financial services programs and
saving policies. Studies show that the most common reasons people fall into poverty is unexpected illness, job loss,
or changes in the family (i.e divorce, death). Having savings and assets on hand would reduce the likelihood of
people falling into poverty and help those already living in poverty to lift themselves out.
Even the most basic forms of savings can have a transformative effect on low-income families – whether it’s to
weather financial emergencies, to allow a greater degree of stability from which to advance, or to plan for a child’s
future. RESULTS has long supported low-income asset building strategies such as Individual Development Accounts
and Children’s Savings Accounts. While programs like these have proven successful in helping low-income families
build savings, the opportunity for people to participate in them have remained limited. RESULTS is working to
change that.
RESULTS supports the Family Financial Security Credit as way to promote savings in low-income communities on a
broad scale. This credit would allow any eligible low-income taxpayer to create a matched savings account right on
their tax return, thus providing the opportunity, ease, and incentive to begin saving.
WHY SAVINGS MATTER
More than one in four American households is “asset poor”, i.e. if faced with a loss of income, they would not have
enough savings to live more than three months at the poverty level. Some have put that figure at nearly 50%.
Meanwhile, around one in 12 Americans don’t have a basic savings or checking account.
More than providing the basic financial resources to prosper, savings also:







Improve household stability. With assets, people are better able to weather financial emergencies, thus
reducing the chance of disorder in the household.
Create an orientation toward the future. When people are secure in the present, they tend to look
toward the future and tend to be more optimistic about future success.
Help break the cycle of poverty. 71 percent of children born to high-saving, low-income parents move up
from the bottom income quartile over a generation.
Savings enhance the welfare of children. Given that parents pass on their wealth to their children, an
effective asset-based policy for the poor could effectively reduce intergenerational poverty. Children with
a savings account in their name are six times more likely to attend college than those without an account.
Savings reduce economic stress. Data highlighted by the New America Foundation shows that that lowincome families who hold assets (home, savings) show lower levels of economic strain over time. In fact,
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the data found a direct relationship between having assets and less stress; the ability to borrow $500 can
do as much to reduce hardship as tripling income.
FAMILY FINANCIAL SEC URITY CREDIT
The Family Financial Security Credit (formerly known as
the Saver’s Bonus) would offer a tax-time credit to lowincome tax filers who agree to deposit all or part of their
federal tax refund into an eligible savings product on their
tax return.
The FFSC uses the existing infrastructure of the annual tax
filing season to help people start savings accounts.
Generally, tax time is when low and moderate income
taxpayers receive their largest check of the year via the
Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) and Child Tax Credit,
making it an ideal time to start saving.
To receive the credit, if the person does not have such an
account, he/she would be able to open one right on their
federal tax return. More importantly, and what makes it
effective, is the “match” - for every dollar put into the
account, the government match it dollar-for-dollar, up to
$500 per year. This match provides the incentive for lowincome taxpayers, who generally do not have much
discretionary income, to start saving.
Eligible accounts include IRAs, 401(k)s, 529 College
Savings Plans, Coverdell Education Accounts, U.S. savings
bonds and certificates of deposit (minimum 6 month
term). After the taxpayer chooses the savings product, the
IRS would then deposit the committed funds into the
designated account. The credit would be available only to
low-income taxpayers (those who earn under 120 percent
of EITC income qualification level).

ASSET LIMITS IN ANTI-POVERTY PROGRAMS
Federal & State policy can be an obstacle to lowincome earners building savings – in particular,
through enforcing limits on how much in savings
a family can have to qualify for public assistance
programs. These “asset limits” are leftover
policies intended to prevent entitlement
programs from reaching the “asset-rich,” though
in practice, they are more likely to force families
to “spend down” longer-term savings in order to
receive what is often short-term public
assistance.
Most programs give states the option of raising
the limit or eliminating it altogether, such as
Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF),
Medicaid and the Children’s Health Insurance
Program (CHIP). Most states have eliminated the
asset test for The Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Program (SNAP) as well, in part
because of the unnecessary administrative
burden, though a provision to eliminate that
option for states was proposed (and defeated) in
recent Farm Bill debates.
For more on asset limits, see CFED’s Scorecard:
http://scorecard2009.cfed.org/financial.php?pag
e=asset_limits_public_benefit_programs

FAMILY FINANCIAL SECURITY CREDIT IN ACTION – $AVEUSA
In 2006, New York City launched a matched savings program called $aveNYC that, like the Family Financial Security
Credit , used the convenience of tax time to help low-income residents begin to save. To participate, low-income
New Yorkers had to agree to deposit at least $100 of their tax refund into a designated savings account. If after
one year they had maintained those savings, they were eligible for a fifty percent match for every dollar they
saved, up to $250 dollars (this amount was raised in later years).
The program proved very successful. Before $aveNYC, less than one-third of participants had bank accounts, most
had less than $500 in savings, and one-fourth had no intention of saving any part of their tax refund. Yet once the
program began, 2,200 people opened an account under $aveNYC and eighty percent maintained their deposits for
a year and received the match. Seventy percent of participants who received the match rolled over their account
or participated in the following year’s program.
Because of $aveNYC’s success, it was renamed $aveUSA and expanded to Newark, NJ, Tulsa, OK, and San Antonio,
TX in 2011. In its first year, $aveUSA helped open 1,664 accounts, saving $1 million in the first year. In addition, 73
percent of those account-holders saved for the full year and received the match.
Here are some other significant finds from the program:


The top reasons participants gave for opening an account were the ease of opening an account (67
percent) and the match on deposits (64 percent).
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Participants with refunds over $1,500 were nine times more likely to open account. On average, they
contributed $258 more into that account than those with refunds under $500.



In all 3 years, about 50 percent of participants saved up to the match amount. When the match was
doubled (from $500 to $1,000), average savings increased from about $380 to over $700 without a
decline in participation.

Furthermore, research suggests that these programs remove barriers to saving even beyond the immediate dollar
amount by “help[ing] participants overcome some savings barriers, including poor history with financial
institutions, inability to see themselves as savers, and family/community pressure discouraging savings behavior
and practice.”
The SaveUSA program really demonstrates that when people are giving the ease, opportunity, and incentive to
save, they will. It also shows that the convenience of opening the accounts when they file their taxes, as well as
the account match, are critical components.
OTHER ASSET-BUILDING STRATEGIES
In addition to the FFSC, RESULTS also supports other low-income savings policies, such as:

Individual Development Accounts: Individual Development Accounts (IDAs) are subsidized savings accounts in
which, like the Family Financial Security Credit , a saver’s deposits are matched by sponsors up to a certain amount
(generally $500 per year). Sponsors may be foundations or government agencies. There are restrictions on use of
the proceeds, which are typically home ownership, higher education, starting a small business or retirement. See
our IDAs page for more details about these accounts.

Children’s Savings Accounts: Children’s Savings Accounts (CSAs), or KIDS Accounts, are savings accounts for
children that begin at birth. The government would make an initial deposit into a designated account, typically
$500, for each child born after a certain date. Children of low-income families would get a larger deposit and/or be
eligible for annual matched contributions that wealthier families would not qualify for. In 2005, the United
Kingdom created the Child Trust Fund, which was the most developed CSA program in the world, creating over 4
million accounts. Unfortunately, the UK discontinued the program in 2010.

The Saver’s Credit: The Saver’s Credit is a non-refundable tax credit of up to $1,000 per person available to lowincome individuals and households that contribute to qualified retirement savings plans. The credit reduces one’s
tax liability thus reducing the cost of contributing to a retirement plan. Unfortunately, the credit is non-refundable,
thus (as explained above) having little or no benefit to low-income taxpayers. RESULTS supports making the Saver’s
Credit refundable like the EITC and CTC. By doing so, low-income tax filers would have a greater incentive to save.
ASSET-BUILDING AND FAMILY FINANCIAL SECURITY CREDIT: OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES
As always, volunteers will face some congressional offices that are skeptical about low-income tax credits and/or
savings policies. Below are a few objections you might hear and sample responses to those arguments.

Q. Why do we need the Family Financial Security Credit?
A. Savings are important to all families, but particularly ones with low-incomes because they often lack the
resources to buffer against a financial shock or invest in ways that may improve their future.
Savings can help families be financially stable in the near term and improve their circumstances over time. Among
families that experience a job loss or health condition that limits the ability to work, around 40 percent of asset
poor families experience real hardship (a measure that includes food insecurity, trouble paying basic bills, and
experiencing general deprivation), compared to 20 percent of families with assets. Savings also play a powerful
role of breaking the inter-generational cycle of poverty. 71 percent of children born to low-income, high-saving
parents moved into a higher income quartile over a generation compared to only 50 percent of children with lowsaving parents. Plus, children with savings accounts in their names are six times more likely to attend college than
those without one.

Q. I don’t understand why we want to promote savings for low-income people. How can they save if
they are poor?
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A. We incentivize behavior for more affluent taxpayers through deductions on mortgage interest and retirement
contributions; why not provide similar incentives for low-income Americans?
To reduce the need for the public safety net, we need to help people create their own. This is why the Family
Financial Security Credit makes so much sense –it’s about using the tax code to change behavior for the better. By
using tax time when people are getting their EITC and CTC refunds, you make it easy for them to save. Plus, by
matching part of their contributions, we can provide them that added incentive to start saving right then and
there.
Plus, it works. A version of The Family Financial Security Credit has been tested on the ground in New York City
over the last 4 years. In that program, originally called $aveNYC but now $aveUSA, 70 percent continued saving
their initial contribution beyond the first year. Clearly, with the right supports, like a match account that is easy to
open, even households with very-low incomes can and will save.

Q. Times are tight. Can we afford this policy right now?
A. The federal government spends hundreds of billions of dollars every year to encourage and reward savings, but
those benefits accrue almost entirely to upper-income taxpayers. Broadening the base of savers would be a good
investment in improving the nation’s economic future. Wealthy Americans are going to save money regardless of
incentives, and that’s a good thing. The Family Financial Security Credit would result in new savings and new
savers. That would have benefits for families, their children, and the economy as a whole.
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EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT: SMART INVES TMENTS IN THE EARLY YEARS
Access to quality early childhood development programs is central to any effort to break the cycle of poverty.
While RESULTS recognizes the value or education at any age, we focus our U.S. education policy efforts on
investments for young children, birth to age five. Specifically, Head Start and Early Head Start give at-risk children a
better chance to succeed in school and in life. In addition, access to affordable, quality child care must also be part
of any long-term early childhood strategy – for children to make the most of their potential, and as a critical
support for low-income working families.
In 2010, 16.4 million children under age 18 were living in poverty (22 percent of all children). That same year, the
number of children under age six living in poverty increased to 6.3 million (25.9 percent) from 6 million in 2009,
meaning that one in four children under the age of six were living in
poverty. In addition, young children in single mother-headed
households were almost four times more likely to live in poverty than
their peers in married-couple households (58.2 percent versus 13.4
MELISSA’S HEAD START STORY
percent).
My mom and I moved to Missouri from Mexico
Education, particularly early childhood education, is crucial to giving
when I was four. She couldn’t afford childcare for
children the opportunity to achieve their full potential. Programs that
me, but because of the assistance given by the
seek to help those born into poverty or help low income families pay
Head Start Program, she was able to work full
for child care are absolutely vital in ensuring that every American
time. Head Start is also where I learned English.
child receives the education they deserve. Poverty can hinder
children’s ability to learn, ability to be healthy, and affects their
social, emotional and behavioral development. Head Start and Early
Head Start, which are designed to provide comprehensive services
and support for children as well as their parents and community,
help provide resources enabling them to succeed.

By the time I entered public school, I could read
and speak English and went on to be an honors
student until I graduated high school in 2007. Now
as a student at Reed College, I receive federally
funded Pell Grants that help make my education
possible.

For many parents, child care is essential for them to work or attend
college. For families leaving welfare, child care is pivotal to a parent’s
---Melissa from Columbia, MO
ability to make a smooth transition from welfare to work. For child
care arrangements to support working families, they must be
affordable, available, reliable, and of good quality. Many low-income parents, however, have difficulty finding child
care settings that are affordable and flexible enough to accommodate their work schedules, while also meeting
their child’s developmental needs.
HEAD START AND EARLY HEAD START
Head Start was created in 1965 as part of President Johnson’s War on Poverty. It is the longest-running national
school-readiness program in the United States. The program provides federally funded grants to local public and
private agencies to provide comprehensive child development services to disadvantaged preschool children and
their families. Services include: school readiness and cognitive development, medical screening, immunizations,
dental services, healthy nutritional assistance, referral services for a range of individual child and family needs, the
opportunity for parents to participate in school governance.
Research shows that children who participate in a quality program during their preschool years are better
prepared to learn, have higher self-esteem, and possess more developed social skills when they start kindergarten.
KEY FACTS ABOUT HEAD START:




In 2010, Head Start served 949,003 children age 3 and 4 through 1,804 grantees in the US. This was an
increase of 20,000 children from 2009, but still less than half of eligible preschool-age children.
91 percent of children received medical screenings, and of those, 15 percent required follow-up
treatment. 95 percent of those children only received treatment because of Head Start.
12 percent of Head Start children had a disability in 2010, and of those children 99 percent received
special education and services.
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76 percent of Head Start families used at least one support service provided in 2010. The most frequently
used services were: Parenting education (49 percent) and health education (48 percent).

Information obtained from “Head Start Participants, Programs, Families, and Staff in 2010” by the Center for Law
and Social Policy (CLASP)
Early Head Start was created in 1994 as a way to continue providing early intervention services. The program’s
mission is to promote healthy prenatal outcomes for pregnant women, enhance the development of very young
children (age 3 and under), and promote healthy family functioning. Comprehensive services provided by Early
Head Start include: quality early education both in and out of the home, parenting education, comprehensive
health and mental health services (including services to women before, during, and after pregnancy), nutrition
education, and family support services.
To meet the requirement in the 1994 and 1998 reauthorizations for an evaluation of the Early Head Start program,
a national evaluation (pdf) was conducted by Mathematica Policy Research, Inc. in collaboration with the Early
Head Start Research Consortium. The report showed that Early Head Start (EHS) children scored higher, on
average, on a standardized assessment of cognitive development and a separate assessment on receptive
language. In addition, programs had favorable impacts on several aspects of social-emotional development at age
3. The study also showed that EHS parents were more likely to be more emotionally supportive, were more likely
to read to their children daily, and were less likely to engage in negative parenting behaviors. EHS mothers were
less likely to have subsequent births during the first two years after they enrolled. Finally, programs had favorable
impacts in several areas of fathering and father-child interaction
KEY FACTS ABOUT EARLY HEAD START


In 2010, Early Head Start served 120,433 infants and toddlers, and 13,538 pregnant women through 1,007
grantees in the US, only about 3 percent of eligible infants and toddlers participate in Early Head Start.
 88 percent of the pregnant women enrolled in Early Head
Start received prenatal and postnatal care.
JULIA BAKER’S
 One in five families received cash assistance from
EARLY HEAD START STORY
Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) and
My name is Julia Baker, my son attends
nearly four in five received Special Supplemental Nutrition
Early Head Start in North Carolina. He is
Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC).
developmentally delayed and the Early
 61 percent of families had at least one working parent,
and 23 percent had at least one parent pursuing
Head Start program has really helped
education or job training.
my child become a developmentally
appropriate child. He has walked, he is
working on talking, and he is doing very
well developmentally. It is very
important that we keep early childhood
programs like head start and early head
start in the county and state because
these families that have children with
special needs can’t afford to go to a
special needs day care or a regular day
care. So please consider re-doing your
budget and including the head start
program. Thank you very much.

Information obtained from “Early Head Start Participants,
Programs, Families, and Staff in 2010” by CLASP and the National
Head Start Association-Head Start Facts:
http://www.nhsa.org/research/head_start_facts

ENSURING FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY AND QUALITY CARE:
HEAD START RE-COMPETITION

Head Start reauthorization legislation passed in 2007 outlined a
process for “re-competition, or Designation Renewal”. This
process was put into place to ensure that funding goes to sites that
are reaching the community’s needs and meeting government
standards. Sites are evaluated on health and safety, fiscal
responsibility, as well as classroom quality. Sites that have been
reported as having deficiencies in these areas on their on-site
review within the last three years have had their state and local licensing revoked, or their Head Start grant
-Julia Baker
suspended are all called to recomplete for funding with existing or new potentially new Head Start sites.
EarlyisHead
Startaffecting
Parent one-third of Head Start sites (132 grantees). If a site goes through re-competition
This process
currently
and is defunded, they will still have their grant until the end of their fiscal year to ensure continuity for their
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children and parents, then children and parents will be switched over to their new community site during natural
breaks and year-ends so as to limit disruption for their children’s routines.
Supporters of re-competition see this as a way to help ensure that federal money is being spent on high-quality
programs that give children in vulnerable situations the best options. They see this process as one of the better
ways to be sure that communities are being served by the best centers available. However, critics of the process
feel that some sites that are up for re-competition and in danger of losing funding failed to meet criteria due to
bureaucratic inconsistencies that may have already been rectified, and show no bearing on the child care they
provide now. Also, the costs of shutting down a site is great for the federal government and community, as it
would result in job loss and an interruption in care for the children. RESULTS supports measures that make sure
Head Start programs are meeting quality standards, but shares concerns about the impact of recompetition for
children.
THE CHILD CARE DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT (CCDBG)
For many parents, child care is often one of the highest costs in family budgets. Since 2000, the cost of child care
has increased twice as fast as the median income of families with children. A recent study showed that the
cost of care for an infant in a child care center is more than the cost of college tuition and related expenses in36
states. As child care costs rise, parents are shifting their children from licensed programs to informal care that
potentially compromises their safety, health, and school readiness.
For low-income families, the increasing cost of child care sometimes forces parents to quit their jobs and turn to
welfare for assistance. Helping parents provide a stable home environment where they can work and their children
remain safe is of paramount importance. Child care assistance is thus an essential component in helping achieve
that goal.
Despite the importance of high-quality child care to school readiness and later success, only about one in six
eligible children receives federal child care assistance. This unmet need continues to grow as the eligible
population has increased and the number of children receiving assistance has declined.
A December 2009 report from the National Center for Education Statistics offers proof that early care and
education experiences are a critical part of future school success the findings showed that children who
participated in regular early care and education arrangements the year prior to kindergarten scored higher on the
reading, math, and fine motor skills assessments than children who had no regular experience in early care and
education the year prior to entering kindergarten.
The 1996 welfare reform law consolidated several different sources of federal funding for child care into the Child
Care and Development Block Grant (CCDBG). CCDBG provides a block grant to states for child care assistance to
help low-income working families become and remain independent. CCDBG money can go toward child care
assistance for low-income families, families receiving public assistance, and those enrolled in training or education
or who are working and transitioning from public assistance. CCDBG also includes funds specifically dedicated to
improving the quality, as well as the amount of child care available, to low income families.
KEY FACTS ABOUT CCDBG






In 2010, CCDBG served a monthly average of 1.7 million children, which was an increase of 51,900
children from 2009, but still only one in six eligible children receive services. Some estimates put the total
number of children currently served by CCDBG at 1.5-1.6 million.
CCDBG serves children from birth to age 13, and in 2010 66 percent of CCDBG funds served children from
birth to age 6, while 33 percent served children from age 6 to 13.
Not everyone can access CCDBG. According to the National Women’s Law Center in early 2011, about 22
states have waiting lists or frozen intake for child care assistance.
93 percent of families that receive CCDBG are working or in higher education and training, and use the
funds to offset childcare costs.

Sources: “Child Care and Development Block Grant Participation in 2010”, Recent Child Care Growth to Fade,
Startling Drop in Assistance Projected, and In Focus: Child Care Subsidies by CLASP.
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RECENT WORK TO PROTECT FUNDING FOR HEAD START, EARLY HEAD START, AND CHILD CARE
In February 2009, Congress passed the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA), an economic stimulus bill
designed to revive the slumping economy. Included in ARRA was a $2.1 billion increase in funding for Head Start
and Early Head Start spread over two years. This was the largest single appropriation for Head Start in its history. It
also was amazingly effective in expanding access to the program. It is estimated that the ARRA funding resulted in
7,000 new Head Start and Early Head Start classrooms
ARRA also included a significant funding increase for CCDBG in the amount of $2 billion to be spread over two
years. As with Head Start, this was the single largest appropriation for CCDBG in the program’s history. As a result,
an additional 300,000 low-income children and their families became eligible for child care assistance. ARRA’s
investments were a vast improvement over the status quo, allowing hundreds of thousands of children access to
quality early childhood services. However, the ARRA increase in funding was a temporary boost, and advocates
worked hard to make sure enrollment in Head Start and child care assistance did not plummet at the ARRA boost
ended.
Despite repeated attempts to cut Head Start and Early Head Start funding in 2011, RESULTS advocates and our
allies secured a $340 million increase in funding for FY 2011 (which was not finalized until April 2011). In the FY
2012 budget, RESULTS and our allies once again pushed Congress to reject cuts and instead invest in Head
Start/Early Head Start services. As a result, these programs received a $409 million increase, which will allow
968,000 low-income children and their families to continue to benefit from these quality services – making sure
that Head Start services were not cut as ARRA funding ended.
The Child Care Development Block Grant also saw an increase of $55 million in the FY 2012 budget. After receiving
no funding increase in the FY 2011 budget, RESULTS and our allies worked to secure an increase for the CCDBG. As
a result, this investment will allow 1.6 million low-income children and their working parents to afford child care
this year – maintaining a portion of the increase in child care assistance from ARRA, but leaving thousands of lowincome families struggling as they lost child care assistance.
WHAT’S AT STAKE FOR EARLY LEARNING IN CONGRESS
While there were gains last year, many of the budget cuts and deficit reduction tactics faced last year are still a
looming threat this year. In the budget debates for FY 2013, there is still a tension between policymakers that wish
to make investing in people a priority and those that wish to cut programs in the name of deficit reduction
(although many in the latter category also argue for more tax cuts for the wealthy). There have been two main
budget proposals released this year, each having drastically different outcomes for early childhood education.
President Obama’s FY 2013 Budget
In February 2012, President Obama released his Fiscal Year 13 budget proposal. His proposal does tackle deficit
reduction in a balanced approach of both spending cuts and new revenue. This budget included programs for job
creation, as well as an early education investment. The budget included a total allotment of $8 billion for Head
Start and Early Head Start ($85 million increase) and $2.5 billion for CCDBG ($825 million increase). His budget also
called for additional funding that would benefit early childhood, such as $850 million for Race to the Top which
would include a “significant” amount for early learning, and funding for Part B and Part C of the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) targeted towards preschoolers, toddlers, and infants.
House Republican FY 2013 Budget
In March 2012, the House passed a FY 2013 Budget Resolution, also know as the Ryan Republican Budget after
House Budget Chairman Paul Ryan (R-WI-1), who authored it, by a vote of 228-191. In contrast to the President’s
budget proposal, the House Republican Budget focuses almost exclusively on spending cuts as a method of deficit
reduction. Many safety net programs, such as Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP, formerly
known as Food Stamps), Medicaid and Medicare, would be cut and/or restructured resulting in lost or reduced
services to millions of people in need. While child care and Head Start aren’t explicitly mentioned in a budget
resolution, the proposal does mandate deep cuts in non-defense discretionary programs which includes Head Start
and child care. Based on this, budget analyses and reports estimate that the House Republican Budget would
cut 200,000 children from Head Start in 2014 and 2 million children over the next ten years. The House budget was
rejected by the Senate but the House is operating under the proposal and has already passed legislation to begin
its implementation.
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JENNIFER’S HEAD START AND CCDBG STORY
When Jennifer’s husband lost his welding job in July 2008, she started working to help support their four children. While
her husband looked for another job in southeast Arkansas, daycare would be needed for the youngest children – now
ages five and four. Jennifer knew how expensive daycare could be from her days as a working young mother also
attending the University of the Arkansas at Monticello. The couple couldn’t afford it on her approximately $800 monthly
wages and his $300 from unemployment benefits.
That’s why Jennifer’s so thankful the Hamburg Arkansas Better Chance Program (ABC)* has provided free education for
her three youngest children. “If this ABC program wasn’t available, over half of that [income] would’ve been spent on
daycare,” Jennifer said.“What am I supposed to live off of?” The two-year program provided time and peace of mind
that freed her husband to find another job in October 2009 and has allowed her to work a couple of jobs as a child
caretaker and steakhouse server. “If you’re a parent who does not have a degree and you’re not making a comfortable
living, then you can’t afford daycare,” said Jennifer.
With a curriculum that includes writing, basic arithmetic, problem solving through puzzles and blocks and structured
role playing, Hamburg’s Pre-K program has also given her kids a crucial head start. “Because when you get to
kindergarten, it’s not just learning your ABCs and color anymore,” she added. A focus on motor skills especially helped
her developmentally delayed son Caleb, 8, who has epileptic seizures, acute sleep apnea and difficulty differentiating
between hot and cold. For her daughter, Rayleigh, who in August 2008 became one of the few 3-year-olds to enter the
program, the problems weren’t physical, but emotional and social. A past traumatic event caused her to “just shut
down,” Jennifer said.
Rayleigh didn’t want to socialize when she first started the program, but slowly, surely, the teachers’ constant care
helped her open up once more. By year’s end, “she got out of the car without crying. She loved it” Jennifer said. ‘They’re
just wonderful here. They love the kids. They give them so much more than just an education.”
*The Hamburg Arkansas Better Chance Program uses Title 1 funding, NSLA funding, and has a Head Start facility.
-Jennifer of Hamburg, AR

House and Senate Appropriations Actions
Current movement for FY13 Appropriations also began this year. In March, two bipartisan “Dear Colleague” Letters
in support of funding increases for Head Start, Early Head Start, and Child Care were circulated in the House and
Senate, and then sent to their respective Labor-HHS Appropriations Subcommittees. RESULTS worked hard to
generate co-signers and support for these letters. The House Kildee-Platts letter received signatures from 88
representatives, and the Senate Casey-Snowe letter received signatures from 32 senators. This helped to set
the tone to encourage policy makers to make Early Childhood Development a priority.
Due to direct action like this, in June 2012 the Senate Labor-HHS Appropriations Subcommittee passed its FY 2013
appropriations bill. It includes increases Head Start, Early Head Start, and CCDBG. Head Start/Early Head Start
would receive a $70 million increase, which will help with the implementation of re-competition and help local
centers with rising operational costs. CCDBG would receive a $160 million increase; $90 million to improve the
quality of education for early childhood teachers and staff and $70 million to help increase access to child care,
subsidy rates, and rates of reimbursement for providers. The full Senate Appropriations Committee passed the
Labor-HHS bill. Most expect that the Senate bill will not go to the Senate floor for debate and vote until after the
November election.
Automatic Cuts, “Sequestration”
Congress last August passed the Budget Control Act of 2011, which raised the federal debt ceiling and mandated
budget cuts over the next ten years. The bill enacts $1 trillion in budget cuts over the next ten years, which will
begin to go into effect beginning in FY 2012-13. The Budget Control Act scheduled automatic cuts, also known as
“sequestration,” which will cut spending for annually appropriated programs across the board by approximately
8.4 percent. These cuts are scheduled to take place on top of whatever budget Congress chooses to pass, meaning
programs like Head Start, Early Head Start, and CCDBG could be cut and then another automatic cut on top of that.
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Many policymakers are trying to figure out how to avoid automatic cuts, but it is still uncertain what will happen in
2013.
WHY THESE PROGRAMS ARE NEEDED AND WHY TH EY WORK: NEW RESEARCH DEVELOPMENTS
The Carolina Abecedarian Project
This project conducted by the FPG Child Development Institute at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to
see the longitudinal effects of early childhood education for low-income children, found that the positive effects of
early childhood education were still apparent 30 years later. Their findings showed that participants in the
Abecedarian Project, when compared to the control group, were:


Four times more likely to earn a college degree



More likely to be consistently employed



Less likely to have used public assistance



Showed a tendency to delay parenthood by two years

This continued study is an amazing look at the long-term benefits of investing in early childhood education, and
why such an opportunity is important for all children.
HighScope Educational Research Foundation: Michigan Pre-K “Great Start Readiness Program” Study
This study followed Michigan students who participated in the Great Start Readiness Program (GSRP), which was a
state-funded Pre-K program, and students with similar backgrounds who were not in the program. They found that
the GSRP students were more likely to graduate on time and were less likely to have been retained during their
school careers than those who did not participate in the program. This trend was very noticeable with minority
students; 59 percent of minority GSRP participants graduated on time, compared to the 39 percent who did not
participate in GSRP. Once again, another study shows the long term benefits of investing in early childhood
education, making the case for increased federal investment in these services.
Starting at a Disadvantage: The School Readiness of Poor Children
This study tested 3 interventions for school readiness in children, which were: expanding preschool programs,
smoking cessation programs during pregnancy, and nurse home visiting programs for pregnant women and
infants.
In this study, they identified these factors affecting school readiness:


Poverty



Pre-K attendance



Parenting Behavior



Parent’s education

In this study, after trying all three interventions, they found that children who attended preschool were 9
percentage points higher when evaluated for school readiness, controlling for family characteristics. Preschool
programs offered the most promising for increasing a child’s school readiness.
The Widening Academic Achievement Gap Between the Rich and the Poor: New Evidence and
Possible Solutions
This study found that:


The gap in test scores between the higher and low-income children has grown by 40% , and is nearly twice
as large in the black-white race achievement gap.



Wealthy parents, on average, spend more on enrichment (or have more disposable income to do so)
while low-income parents cannot.



Investments in Early Learning for these vulnerable populations is a solution.
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EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT: OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES
HEAD START

Q. Does Head Start really work?
A. Yes. Head Start works. It is one of the most researched and evaluated early childhood programs in history.
According to the Head Start Family and Child Experiences Survey (FACES), the latest Head Start study by
the Department of Health and Human Services, Head Start is giving America’s poorest children what it promises – a
head start in preparing them for school. FACES shows that:


The program narrows the gap between disadvantaged children and all children in vocabulary and writing
skills.



Head Start children are leaving the program ready to learn.



Once in kindergarten, Head Start graduates make substantial progress in word knowledge, letter
recognition, math skills, and writing skills relative to national averages.

Q. What does the research community say about Head Start?
In March 2011 a group of researchers sent a letter to Members of Congress speaking to the benefits of Head Start.
They highlighted multiple ways that Head Start has been proven to work, including the increases in educational
achievement, the impacts on child health, and the
fact that Head Start graduates are 12 percent less
likely to be booked or charged with a crime. The
letter also highlighted a Return on Investment (ROI)
for Head Start ranging from $7 to $9.
A Nobel Prize-winning Professor of Economics from
the University of Chicago, James Heckman,
concludes that "investing in early learning for
disadvantaged children is a strong long-term
investment with a rate of return of 7-10 percent per
annum through better outcomes in education,
health, sociability, economic productivity and
reduced crime." See Prof. Heckman's illustration of
this ROI (Return on Investment) below. Heckman
addresses the importance of investing overall in
early childhood education for disadvantaged
children, why it would be harmful to cut funding to
existing programs, and the kind of effective
programs that should be built.

Q. How do we know that children in Head
Start programs are receiving quality early
childhood development services?

Sources:
Heckman, James, "Lessons from the Technology of Skill
Formation," University of Chicago (Jan. 2005); America's Promise,
"Every Child, Every Promise" Heckman, J. and Cunha, F.,
"Investing in Our Young People," University of Chicago, University
College Dublin, The American Bar Association (Nov. 2006)

A. The Head Start Impact Study Final Report, January 2010, from the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, confirms a positive impact on children's preschool experience. The Center on Law and Social Policy
(CLASP) summarized some of the key findings:


Participation in center-based early childhood programs: Access to Head Start doubled the likelihood that
low-income children attended a center-based early childhood program; children without access to Head
Start were more likely than Head Start children to be cared for primarily by a parent.



Quality of Head Start programs: The majority (70 percent) of children in Head Start attended centers
evaluated as having a good or better quality environment based on the Early Childhood Environment
Rating Scale - Revised (ECERS-R).
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Participation by culturally and linguistically diverse families: Parents of 3-year-olds were more likely to
enroll their children for a second year of Head Start if their program was culturally supportive, if they
were immigrants, or if English was not their home language.



Impacts on cognitive development and other areas: At the end of Head Start, both 3-and 4-year olds
showed improvements in cognitive skills, such as language and literacy, and health; parenting practices
also improved. Three-year-olds displayed additional improvements in the area of social-emotional
development.



Head Start Reauthorization in 2007 increased the training requirements for teachers and outlined a
process to make programs more accountable through recompeting grants and increased monitoring, and
we are pleased with the measures that are being taken to improve the quality of Head Start programs
further.

Q. I’ve read reports that Head Start’s effectiveness wears off around 3rd grade or sooner. Why should
we put money into something that doesn’t work?
A. I too have seen these reports. Unfortunately, their premise actually undermines itself. The fact that Head Start’s
impact can be measured up to the 3rd grade is proof that it works. Remember that Head Start is designed to give
at-risk children the intellectual and social foundation they need to succeed in school and beyond. It is not a gifted
and talented program. So the fact that Head Start kids are leveling off with their peers in the 3rd grade means that
it is doing what it’s supposed to do.
Next, these studies only look at cognitive abilities, which is like grading the test by looking at half the answers.
They don’t measure the social impact Head Start has on these children. Social-emotional skills like persistence,
attention, motivation and the ability to work in groups are critical elements of a child’s education, and Head Start
meets the challenge. Head Start graduates tend to be more persistent in their education, more inclined to healthy
behaviors, and less inclined to be involved in criminal activity. They also graduate from high school, go to college,
and get jobs at higher rates than at-risk children who don’t have access to early childhood education.
Finally, Head Start is a unique program as it focuses on the “whole child.” In addition to providing pre-school
education, Head Start also provides nutrition assistance, health and dental screenings, and encourages strong
parental involvement. Unfortunately, once children leave the program, they are often entering underfunded and
overcrowded public schools. If anything, this shows that we need to do more to support our public school system
than cut Head Start.

Q. Budgets are very tight right now and everyone needs to sacrifice. We simply can’t afford programs
like Head Start.
A. I acknowledge that the deficit is a problem we need to address. But cutting Head Start won’t solve the deficit
problem. Head Start funding amounts to just 0.2 percent of the federal budget. This is not even a drop in the
bucket. We cannot simply cut for cutting’s sake. Head Start and child care are investments. The initial cost involved
is far outweighed by the benefits we receive. Studies show for every dollar we invest in quality early childhood
programs, society saves $7 to $9 in future costs such as reduced need for special education, better health
outcomes for children, lower criminal justice costs, and increased self-sufficiency and productivity. Head Start is an
investment in our future, and one that pays handsome dividends.

Q. Why do we need comprehensive services for Head Start children?
A. Comprehensive services are critical to early learning. Regardless of their innate abilities, children learn better
when they have good physical and mental health and have families whose own needs are met so they can devote
their energies to nurturing and educating their children. Any child who is hungry, has an untreated cavity, has a
learning disability, or whose family is not part of their education will have a tougher time learning.

Q. Shouldn’t the program just focus on literacy?
A. Head Start does concentrate on literacy. We should be expanding the program to serve more children, providing
the resources to ensure that teachers have a degree in early childhood education and know how to teach early
language skills. We encourage Congress to strengthen the academic component of Head Start. Yet, everything we
know from the literature says literacy alone is not the answer. All parents know that for children to learn, they
must have their basic needs met. They must be healthy, well fed, and have parents who are actively involved in
their lives and their learning.
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EARLY HEAD START

Q. Shouldn’t mothers be at home with their kids at this age?
A. By 1970, about 40 percent of mothers were in the labor
force; by 2000, that number was more than 70 percent.
The truth is our workforce is changing and most low
income families cannot make ends meet with only one
parent in the workforce. Child care is essential to enable
both single parents and married couples to work.
Employment is key to the stability for families, the national
economy, and the livelihood of families.
Through Early Head Start, parents are reminded that they
are their child’s first teacher. They help the child to develop
skills critical to their ability to achieve later in school. Many
Early Head Start programs are based in the family’s home,
thus enabling the parent educator to work with the parent
and to support the child’s development and learning
through the relationship between parents and child.

Q. Why do we need to do home visiting? Shouldn’t center based programs be effective enough?
A. Different families and situations require different approaches to support the infant’s development. Home
Visiting is just one approach that can be taken to meet those needs. The home visiting component of the Early
Head Start program is so effective they based the Maternal, Infant, Early Childhood (MIEC) Home Visiting program
in the Affordable Care Act (2010). Through the Early Head Start Research and Evaluation Project they
discovered many positive findings. Parents provided more stimulating home environments, read more to their
children, had greater knowledge of child development, engaged in more supportive play, and reported less
parenting stress.
CHILD CARE

Q. Why do parents need help paying for child care?
A. Child care can easily cost between $4,000 and $10,000 a year for one child. One-quarter of America’s families
with children earn less than $25,000 a year. Child care costs are a barrier for low-income families wanting to be
responsible, work their way up the economic ladder, and escape poverty. Families need help, but most cannot get
it. Only one out of seven children eligible under federal law gets any help.

Q. Doesn’t the current job market mean less need for child care?
A. No, on the contrary, tight job markets make the need just as great or greater. More parents may be earning
lower wages, and thus less able to afford good child care. They may be forced to work second or third shifts, when
child care is particularly hard to find. Even if out of work, they may need child care while they look for work or
attend school.
In addition, the recovering economy is forcing states to cut back on the child care help they provide. States are
cutting reimbursement rates for providers, raising parent fees, and reducing investments in quality. This puts even
more pressure on these struggling families.

Q. Why do we need to invest in child care when there are other programs such as Head Start and
state-funded pre-kindergarten?
A. Each of these plays a separate and distinct role in supporting children and families. None of these programs are
currently funded enough to meet its primary objectives.
Stand-alone Head Start and pre-kindergarten programs were not designed to serve the needs of working parents.
They generally provide half-day service, and so many programs rely on child care funds to support additional hours
of care to meet the needs of working parents. Child care funds, in other words, are needed to make sure that
children can participate in early learning programs while their parents work full-time.
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Also, many families with young children, or children who need after-school care, fall through the cracks. Head Start
and Early Head Start serve only children from birth to age five, with most of the children being 3- or 4-year olds.
State pre-kindergartens typically are limited to 4-year olds. And, there are many working families that struggle with
child care costs, but may not be eligible for programs like Head Start.

BROOKE’S CCDBG STORY
The pay at Brooke’s old job as a carhop at Sonic didn’t come close to covering child care, rent and living expenses. Childcare
assistance gave her just the bit of help she needed to move up.* Now she’s on her way to her goal of running her own
business.
She left Sonic for a job teaching toddlers at a Fayetteville daycare, which provided her with an employee discount. Still, she
needed the childcare vouchers for her six kids, who now range in age from 4 to 14.
“My two [youngest] kiddos got to come here with me, and my other kids got to come here after school, before I was done
working,” she said, “and that just helped out tremendously.”
She met Kenneth, whom she married in 2008, through her work. His daughter, Julieanne, is the same age as Brooke’s
youngest son, Tiger. With the childcare assistance, Brooke and Kenneth make ends meet and provide for their family, which
also includes Sarah, 14; Hannah, 12; Daniel, 9; Jarod, 8; and Haley, 6.
Brooke, 33, went back to school at night to complete a 126-hour early childhood education program through Arkansas State
University and earn her Child Development Associate credential. She’s been promoted to assistant director at her job, and
hopes to someday open her own daycare business.
“Childcare is a necessity,” she said. “You want good care for your kids, but that does cost. It’s not free, but the voucher
system gives us the opportunity to have quality child care.”
*Brooke received child care vouchers funded by CCDBG.
-Brooke of Fayetteville, AR
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PROTECTING THE SUPPL EMENTAL NUTRITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (SNAP, FORMERLY FOOD
STAMPS)
According to the United States Department of Agriculture,
“Food security —access by all people at all times to enough
food for an active, healthy life — is one requirement for a
healthy, well-nourished population.” In 2010, 14.5 percent
(17.2 million) of U.S. households were food insecure at least
some time during that year, with 5.4 percent of these
households experiencing very-low food security (at least one
person in the household did not eat regularly due to lack of
resources). Tragically, 16.2 million children in America lived in
food insecure households in 2010.
The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP,
formerly food stamps) is the nation’s largest domestic food and
nutrition assistance program for low-income Americans. SNAP
was created to provide financial assistance to low- and no income families to purchase food. The program targets the
most vulnerable people in society by providing food assistance
for families who fall into economic hardships. The program also
responds to changes in need by transitioning families off assistance as their financial situation stabilizes. Consider
this:











76 percent of SNAP households include a child, an
elderly person, or a disabled person. These vulnerable
households received 86 percent of all SNAP benefits in
2010.
The average length of time a participant stays on the
program is 9 months.
Because SNAP participation closely follows
unemployment, SNAP responded quickly and
effectively to the Great Recession. As the number of
unemployed people increased by 110 percent from
2007 to 2010, SNAP mirrored that growth with a 53
percent increase in participation over the same period.
SNAP lifted 3.9 million people above the poverty line
in 2010.
As the economy slowly recovers and unemployment
begins to fall, SNAP participation and costs will
decline. The Congressional Budget Office projects that
SNAP will shrink to nearly pre-recession levels by the
end of this decade as the economy recovers and need
abates.
In 2011, SNAP helped an average of 45 million lowincome Americans put food on the table each month.
Despite its success, SNAP benefits are very modest,
averaging about $1.50 per meal per person now
and scheduled to revert to $1.30 per meal next
year. As a result, SNAP benefits don’t last most
participants the whole month. 90 percent of SNAP
benefits are redeemed by the third week of every
month.
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58 percent of food bank clients are also on SNAP and have to turn to food banks for assistance at least 6
months out of the year because their
SNAP benefits do not last them
through the month.
Tara’s Story – Pittsburgh, PA
 Only 55 percent of food insecure
Tara Marks has been advocating on behalf of lowindividuals are income-eligible for
income people and families in the United States for
SNAP, and 29 percent are not incomeyears. She works as co-director for policy and
eligible for any federal food assistance.
communications at Just Harvest, a small Pittsburgh
nonprofit that works for economic justice through
WHAT’S AT STAKE THIS YEAR
direct service, education, and advocacy. But her
 The 2012 Farm Bill must be
passion comes from the truest kind of education—
reauthorized (or extended) by
experience.
Congress this year.


There is high likelihood that SNAP will
get cut this year, with some proposals
including severe cuts to the program.

Every five years, Congress is scheduled to renew
the Farm Bill, a comprehensive piece of
legislation that sets overall U.S. agricultural
policy. Reauthorization of SNAP is part of the
Farm Bill (as well as other nutrition programs).
The 2008 Farm Bill included nearly $8 billion in
new funding for SNAP, which helped raise
benefits levels and streamline program
eligibility. Unfortunately, SNAP may not fair well
in the Farm Bill, as both the House and Senate
are proposing significant cuts to SNAP and other
nutrition services.
Senate Farm Bill
The Senate passed their Farm Bill by a vote of
64 – 35 on June 21. While the Senate rejected
many amendments that would have been
incredibly harmful to the Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP, formerly
food stamps), it also defeated a key amendment
introduced by Senator Kristen Gillibrand (D-NY)
66-33. The Gillibrand amendment aimed to
restore the $4.5 billion cuts, over 10 years, to
the SNAP. According to the Congressional
Budget Office (CBO), an estimated 500,000
households a year will lose $90 per month in
SNAP benefits if this bill becomes law.
House Proposal
The House Agriculture Committee unveiled its
Farm Bill proposal on July 5, with a markup
scheduled to begin July 11. The House package
contains $16 billion in SNAP cuts over ten years.
This proposal eliminates categorical eligibility,
which offers states the flexibility to change or
eliminate asset tests for certain SNAP
households.
According to the Food Research and Action
Center (FRAC), these cuts would kick 1.8 million

Marks and her son, Nathan, hit a rough patch about 10
years ago when their lives changed suddenly. “I went
from being a stay-at-home mom to a single mom living
on cash assistance, public housing, and credit cards,”
she said. “It all happened so fast.”
Marks pieced together assistance from various
sources, but it wasn’t enough. Months of stress
culminated in a terrible weekend, when she picked up
Nathan after school on a Friday and realized she only
had enough food to feed him through the weekend—if
she didn’t eat anything.
Come Monday morning, Marks—lightheaded and
unable to focus—drove Nathan to daycare and realized
she needed to get help. “I swallowed my pride and
pulled what dignity I had left, and told a neighbor what
I had gone through,” she said. “She told me about a
food pantry nearby, and I put food on the table that
way.”
Those groceries filled a critical gap, but Marks and her
son needed more sustainable help—assistance that
would help her finish college so she could secure a
better job and provide a living for her family.
Staff members at Just Harvest—now her current
employer—helped her navigate the application process
for the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
(SNAP, formerly food stamps). That assistance—
combined with other sources, such as WIC—helped
Marks and her son get on their feet and into a life of
economic sustainability.
That experience has since fueled her advocacy for
others who are struggling. “I met a lot of amazing
women in the apartment complex Nathan and I lived
in. I think of these women every time I advocate,” she
said. “Being poor is a full-time job—you don’t have
time to advocate.”
“I advocate for these programs because I know they
work,” she continued. “I used to be a statistic. I’m now
another statistic, but a different kind—of success.”
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people off SNAP each year and undermine access to school lunches for 280,000 low-income children. This is on top
of the 500,000 people who will see a $90 per month reduction in benefits under the Senate bill.
th

Unfortunately, the House Farm Bill is at risk of getting worse during the July 11 markup, not better. On May 10,
the House passed a package of sweeping cuts to SNAP, the Child Tax Credit (CTC), and other services for benefiting
millions of low-income children and families by a vote of 218-199. This included a House Agriculture Committee
proposal to reduce the deficit by, cutting $36 billion entirely from the SNAP program (rather than agricultural
subsidies). And, the Ryan House Republican budget, passed 228-191 on March 29, proposed $130 billion in cuts to
SNAP. While we are not sure what will happen during the House Farm Bill markup on June 11, these earlier votes
make us very nervous that we will see amendments that include even deeper cuts to SNAP during the House
markup and floor deliberation.
WHY YOUR VOICE MATTERS, AND WHY IT MATTERS NOW!
 Your Senators and Representatives are in the middle of negotiating deals to SNAP that benefit low-income
families
 Many congressional aides are uninformed about the impact of SNAP in their districts and among their
constituents
 Legislators need to know their constituents’ positions on these issues and that their constituents care
enough to take action on these issues!
SNAP: OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES
As always, RESULTS volunteers will face some Congressional offices that do not understand the importance of
SNAP for low-income working families or are skeptical about its impact. Below are a few objections you might hear
and sample responses to those arguments.

Q. What about the evidence that SNAP is rife with errors and inefficiencies?
A. As with any public or private program, no
system is perfect. But SNAP comes awful close.
In 2010, SNAP had an accuracy rate of 96.19
percent, an all-time program high. In fact, it is
considerably higher than other major benefit
programs. SNAP also has a strong record of
program integrity. For instance, two-thirds of all
SNAP payment errors are a result of caseworker
error and nearly one-fifth are underpayments.
While some may point to food stamp trafficking
as a source of potential controversy, the
national rate is about 1.0 percent and the USDA
is aggressively prosecuting cases of trafficking. The truth is that SNAP operates effectively and efficiently for the
vast majority of recipients. It also does what is intended; as mentioned above, it lifted 3.9 million above the
poverty line in 2010.

Q. SNAP participation has ballooned in recent years. Isn’t this proof that it’s not working?
A. No, just the opposite. SNAP is doing
exactly what it was designed to do—help
families when they need it the most. The
recent increase in SNAP participation and
costs is a result of the Great Recession. Our
nation has seen the highest unemployment
rates in nearly 30 years. As the number of
people unemployed increased by 110
percent from 2007 to 2010, SNAP mirrored
that growth with a 53 percent increase in
participation over the same period,
providing clear evidence that the program
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has responded quickly and effectively to growing need during the recession. Because SNAP participation closely
follows unemployment, as the economy slowly recovers and unemployment begins to fall, SNAP participation and
costs can be expected to decline. The Congressional Budget Office projects that SNAP will shrink nearly to prerecession levels as the economy recovers and need declines.

Q. SNAP doesn’t do enough to encourage participants to get a job. Why doesn’t the program include
stronger work requirements?
A. It does. SNAP already has strict time limits for unemployed workers. Able-bodied adults without dependents
may only receive 3 months of SNAP benefits during any 3 year period, unless they are working a minimum of 20
hours per week or participating in a job training program. About two-thirds of SNAP participants are children,
elderly, or people with disabilities for who work requirements do not apply. Of all adult, nonelderly participants,
27.6 percent are employed and 26.2 percent are actively looking for work.

Q. I think that the reason some people don’t support SNAP is because illegal immigrants use it. Why
don’t we have tougher enforcements on illegal immigrants using SNAP?
A. Undocumented immigrants are ineligible for SNAP. Period. Additionally, there is a strict waiting period for
documented immigrants. Documented adult immigrants (those with a green card) are subject to a five-year
waiting period before they are eligible for SNAP. Noncitizens make up a very small portion of SNAP participants –
only 3.9 percent of participants are noncitizens (documented immigrants or refugees).

Q. It’s only fair to spread budget cuts across programs. Why does it matter if SNAP gets a cut,
especially if the cut the Agricultural Committee has proposed would only require nutrition programs
to take a 1 percent cut?
A. All the previous bipartisan deficit-reduction packages have exempted SNAP from cuts – in recognition of the
importance of this critical safety net program and the millions of struggling Americans it serves. Federal nutrition
programs protect families from hunger and improve their health and educational outcomes, making these
programs a critical investment in people and communities for both the short and long-term success of our nation.
And, these cuts could have a dampening effect on our fragile economic recovery, given that SNAP benefits are
spent directly in local communities. The U.S. Department of Agriculture's Economic Research Service (ERS) finds
that each dollar of federal SNAP benefits generates $1.79 in economic activity, while Mark Zandi from Moody's
Economy has estimated that figure at $1.84. In addition, the U.S. Department of Agriculture estimates
that between 8,900 and 17,900 full time jobs are created for every $1 billion in food stamps.
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TAKING A BALANCED APPROACH TO DEFICIT REDUCTION THAT PROTECTS LOW-INCOME
AMERICANS
RESULTS identifies the "trimtab" policies that will make a substantial difference in breaking the cycle of poverty in
the United States. Of course, our specific campaign work is done in the context of broader budget battles, and we
wanted to close out our background packet with an update of where things stand.
WHAT’S HAPPENED AND WHAT’S NEXT

WHAT IS THE BALANCED APPROACH RESULTS ADV OCATES?
RESULTS frequently lobbies with very large, nationwide coalitions to help protect the social safety net, especially in
areas of early childhood development, food security and nutrition, children’s health, and economic security.
As one of the 1600 national and local organizations in the SAVE for All (Strengthening America’s Values and
Economy for All) coalition, the principles which guide our advocacy in this collective advocacy campaign are these:
(1) Protecting low- and moderate-income people in budget and deficit reduction proposals.


This means that we are opposed to the drastic cuts required to domestic discretionary programs by
sequestration, and opposed to any budget plan that focuses only on spending cuts and ignores raising
revenues and cutting military spending.



RESULTS supports doing more to protect low-income people, and protect investments that overcome
their hardships through early childhood development, SNAP, the Children’s Health Insurance Program and
Medicaid, and low-income tax credits. The SAVE coalition also supports investments in education,
housing, home energy assistance, nutrition programs such as WIC, and other services.



RESULTS opposes restrictive structural changes to essential programs like Medicaid such as block granting
of Medicaid and SNAP that would hand over these programs to the states who are struggling to deal with
their own budget deficits.

(2) Making revenue increases from fair and progressive sources at least half of deficit reduction
recommendations.


This means that we believe that the Bush tax cuts should be allowed to expire for those making over
$250,000 a year as the President has proposed.



We strongly agree with the “Buffett rule” that millionaires and billionaires should pay at least 30 percent
of their income in federal tax.



Corporate tax loopholes should be closed.
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Congress should support at least the President’s recommendation of $1.5 trillion overall in revenue
increases from progressive sources.

(3) Incorporating job creation in budget plans.


Much more must be done to reduce overall unemployment. More people at work means less demand for
government services and more taxes paid.



Elements like hiring teachers and public safety employees, modernizing schools and infrastructure
especially in low-income areas, and providing training and job placement for the long-term unemployed
are steps towards the economic growth needed for sustained deficit reduction.



Preservation of the low-income tax credits is a key piece of increasing economic security.

(4) Seeking savings from wasteful military spending.


We support the President’s FY 2013 budget cut to military spending of $487 billion.



Following the recommendations of the bipartisan Sustainable Defense Task Force, we support further
savings of $80 billion over ten years from troop reductions, nuclear arsenal reductions, and cancelation of
contracts for weapons systems that are not cost-effective.

WHAT SPECIFIC THREAT S EXIST FOR PROGRAMS RESULTS SEEKS TO PROTECT AND STRENGTHEN?
Low-Income Tax Credits. As Congress seeks to pass a package of budget cuts after the election to replace
sequestration, we are very concerned about possible cuts to the Earned Income Tax Credit and Child Tax Credit.
For example, the Ryan House Republican budget went cut the Child Tax Credit for working poor immigrant families
that use taxpayer ID numbers instead of social security numbers when they file their taxes.
Medicaid. As a result of the recent Supreme Court decision upholding the Affordable Care Act, states now have the
opportunity (rather than the mandate) to choose to expand coverage of Medicaid to more of their residents. The
federal government foots the entire bill from 2014-17, and thereafter covers 90 percent of the costs. We oppose
any efforts to repeal the Affordable Care Act, or specific provisions regarding changing Medicaid, such as block
granting. For example, under a “maintenance of effort” requirement in the Act, states must continue the same
eligibility standards in effect when the law was passed through 2014 to prevent states from denying eligibility
outright or creating more onerous requirements that are hard for poor and/or working people to meet. The Ryan
budget would repeal the maintenance of effort provision thereby causing millions to lose coverage.
If sequestration is replaced by some other budget deal upon which both chambers of Congress agree, Medicaid
will no longer be exempt from mandatory cuts as it is in the Budget Control Act. Thus, we need to remain vigilant
to protect Medicaid and the Affordable Care Act.
SNAP. As with Medicaid, SNAP is protected from cuts under sequestration, but will be susceptible to attack during
the budget reconciliation process between the House and Senate at year end.
Early Childhood Development. RESULTS has been a long-time advocate for Head Start, Early Head Start and the
Child Care and Development Block Grant programs. These programs received some proposed increases from the
Senate Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education Appropriations Subcommittee, though final funding
levels will be negotiated in an omnibus appropriations bill in the lame duck session. If Congress does not reach a
budget deal that postpones or eliminates sequestration, all discretionary (appropriated) programs will receive an
automatic 8.4 percent cut (estimated). And, there is the very real threat that a budget deal could include even
deeper cuts to discretionary programs, following the model laid out by the Ryan House Republican Budget.
We will keep you updated as Congress moves forward with broader budget packages, and we strongly urge you to
voice your support for a fair balanced approach to deficit reduction that protects low-income Americans!
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